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Wing buffet boundaries (for buffet onset) measured on seven wind tunnel 

models oovering an extreme range of planforms are oompared with the flight 

buffet boundaries. The model buffet boundaries are deduced from the variation 

of fluotuating wing-root strain with incidencse at oonstsnt Mach number; the 

flight buffet boundaries are derived from pilot opinion and accelerometer 

records. 

The overall agreement between the tunnel and flight results is fair but 

there are differences, most of which are probably caused by the low Reynolds 

number of the tunnel tests. The unsteadiness of slotted tunnels may also 

influence model buffet over a limited Mach number range. 

Future extensions of this dynamic method of buffet measurement on small 

models are discussed. 
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I l3TRODUCTION 

Wing buffet means the wing response, mainly at its fundamental 
bending frequency, to the random excitation from pressure fluctuations in 

separated flow 8' . Wing buffet can limit aircraft performance by producing 

unpleasant vibrations for the aircrew and/or passengers, by disturbing sensitive 
equipment or even by endangering the structural integrity of the aircraft. Win$ 

buffet often oocurs before stalling or longitudinal instability and henoe buffet 
boundaries are as important as stability boundaries. 

In flight, buffet boundaries are derived from accelerometers or from pilot 
opinion. Pilot opinion of buffet severity varies and hence some pilots penetrate 
further beyond the buffet boundary than others. 

In model tests in wind tunnels indications of the types of flow which 
oause buffeting can be obtained from force measurements, oil flow photogrraphs 
and trailing-edge pressures*. However, buffeting is a dynamic phenomenon and a 
dynamic measurement is easily obtained on small models 394. The fluctuating wing- 

root strain (WRS) is measured while incidence inoreases at constant Mach number 

(M) and the sudden inorease in WRS is taken to indicate buffet onset. 

This method has now been used in several British tunnels. Results for 

seven models presented here show fair agreement between tunnel and flight 
buffet boundaries although there are differences, most of which are probably 
caused by the low Reynolds number of the tunnel tests and the tunnel 
unsteadiness. 

2 EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS 

On aircraft and wind tunnel models most buffeting is at the lowest 
symmetric wind bending frequenoy 3d+ (co,). Dy namic similarity between the 

buffeting of geometrically similar aircraft and models is established when the 
reduced frequencies w1 G/V are comparable. Airoraft and models tested at the 
same Hach number are tested at nearly the same velooity* so that for dynamio 
similarity 

This relationship is approximately satisfied in the present tests (Table 1) so 
that the dynamic method of measuring buffet onset is applicable. 

* V varies with the velocity of sound, which varies with total temperature. 
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2.1 Buffet measuring equipment 

01 

Small recesses are machined in the wing-roots of each model to receive 
the wing-root strain gauges. The buffet WRS is small (E = 5 x 10 -7 is typical). 
Wire gauges were used for the early tests (Models A to C). Semi-oonductor 

gauges were used for the later tests (Models D to G) because of their higher 

~auga factor (120 for semi-conductor gauges compared to 2 for wire gauges). 
The temperature sensitivity of semi-conductor gauges does not matter for these 

tests beoause tunnel total temperature only varies about l°C during the time 
taken to test at one Maoh number. Ideally there are four active gauges, with 
two gauges on each wing wired to add the port and starboard bending strain 

signals and thus eliminating the WRS due to model rolling. Table 1 gives details 

of the bridges used. 

Two methods were used to measure the unsteady signal from the strain 
gauge bridge, The first, used for tests on Mcdels A to D, is shown in a block 
diagram in Fig,l(a). The WRS bridge is powered by a 6~ battery and the signal 

lead is connected to a switch. The switch leads to a step-up transformer (20/l) 
and a high gain (0.5 x 106/1) low noise amplifier. 

The amplifier output passes through a thermojunction to a micro-ammeter 
and is also displayed on an oscilloscope. When a wing is vibrating, owing to 
flow unsteadiness or buffeting, the amplifier gain is adjusted until a suitable 
arbitrary reading is obtained on the mioro-ammeter (usually about 60 &IA) without 
amplifier "cut-off" showing on the oscilloscope, The switch is then altered so 

that the oscillator/attenuator signal passes through the transformer. The 
oscillator frequency is adjusted to approximate to the wing bending frequency 

and the oalibrated attenuator adjusted until the arbitrary reading selected is 
obtained on the micro-ammeter. The attenuator reading is then proportional to , 
the root-mean square (rms) value of the WRS, i.e. 

pv = k x (unsteady WRS) . (1) 

The seoond method, used on Models E to G, is illustrated in Fig.l(b). The 
WRS bridge is still powered by the 6~ battery but the signal lead is conneoted 

to a speatrum analyser* which gives a direct voltage reading. The spectrum 
analyser is first set to measure the total rms signal. Similar results are 

obtained to those from method 1 so buffet onset is determined. The model is then 

set about 2' above buffet onset and the signal analysed to find the wing response 

. 

P 

3 

* A Muirhead 7781 or a Brtiel and Kjaer 2107 is suitable. 
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frequenoies. The wing fundamental bending frequency usually provides the largest 

partion of %he 3& signal (b t u see cautionary experience in Ref.5) and is readily 

tapparent. The speotrum analyser is then tuned to the'wing fundamental frequency 
* with maximum rejection and the measurements repeated. 

, 
Method I gives nearly the same value for buffet onset aa method 2, but 

method 2 is quicker and has two other intrinsio advantages:- 

(i) the wing fundamental f’rquency is more easily measured than on an 

oscillosoope; 

(ii) sealing laws 394 can be applied when measurements are taken at the 

wing fundamental frequency. Method 2 is now possible beoause of the higher 

signal level of semi-conductor strain gauges compared to wire gauges, 

4 The tail plane angle on all models was zero relative to the fuselage datum, 

The fluctuating strain gauge signal (@) is measured, by either method, 

as tiidence (a) inoreases at constant Maoh number. The signal at low incidence 

is the wing response to tunnel unsteadiness and the increase at higher incidenoes 

is caused by wing buffeting. Buffet onset is defined as the intersection of a 

straight line through the wing response to tunnel unsteadiness and another 

tangential to the buffet response. This definition is normally precise but a 

few curves have two sudden ohanges in slope. For these, the first small change 

in slope is thought to represent intermittent buffeting induoed by the flow 

unsteadiness just below the buffet boundary; this slope change is ignored. The 

repeatability of measurement of buffet onset inoidence by the means described 

is usually within about t0.2'. 

The constant k in equation (I) may be deduced from a statio calibration 

but the absolute level of WRS is not required when measuring buffet onset, 

2.2 Models 

Pig.2 shows the starboard wings of the seven complete scale models of 

airoraft seleoted for this oomparison of tunnel and flight data. The rear fuse- 

lages of Models A to D were a little distorted to accommodate the support stings, 

but this and other minor differences between the tunnel models and the full 

scale airoraft should have only small effects on wing buffet, 

2.3 Test cotiitions 

The tunnels and test conditions used are described in Table 1. The low 

Reynolds number of the initial Model A tests and the Model C tests in the R.A.E. 

3 ft tunnel were due to a power limitation. 
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Transition-f'dxing bands of oarborundum in aluminium paint were attached 

to %I# leading edges of the wings, tailplane and fin of every model. Transition 

was also,fixed on every fuselage exoept on Model B. 

3 @SULTS 

3.1 Model A 
* 

Fig,3 shows the variation of WRS signal with incidence. The incidence 

for buffet onset (aB) is sharply defined at M = 0.50 to 0.70 (Fig.J(a)) but 

rather less clearly defined from M = 0.80 to 0.96 (Fig.j(b)). 

Oil flow photographs taken at and near buffet onset show a olose assooia- 

tion of wing buffeting with flow separation, of oourse the oil flow shows an 

average surfaoe flow pattern (Fig.&). At subsonic speeds (Fig&a)) the flow 

below buffet onset is streamwise with some outboard flow towards the trailing 

egde l At buffet onset the flow separates outboard of the leading edge kink and 

re-attaches at about I.@ chord; downstream of re-attaohment there is marked out- 

flow towards the trailing edge. The flow in the small separated flow region is 

complex. Above buffet onset the wing buffet builds up rapidly (Fig.3(a)) as 

the separated region quickly extends downstream to the trailing edge and inboard 
to the root. 

At transonio speeds (Fig&(b)) the flow below buffet onset is streamwise 

with a little outboard flow towards the trailing edge. At buffet onset a 

ohange in curvature of the oil flow streamlines from 5% semi-span to the tip 

indioates a shock wave which just separates the flow from about 70-80;: semi- 

span. The flow re-attaches however and continues streamwise to the trailing 

edge. Above buffet onset wing buffet builds u? slowly (Fig.J(b)). The 

separated regionquioklyextends to the trailing edge and the shock slowly moves 

forward. The flow near the wing root does not separate although a large span- 

wise flow develops towards the separated region. Earlier work on unswept wings 

shows that buffeting starts as the average re-attaohment point approaches the 

trailing-edge (beoause the re-attachment point reaches the trailing-edge 

intermittently) and this corresponds with the present buffet onset. fi 

Fig.5 shows a comparison of the buffet boundaries (buffet onset lift 

ooeffioients plotted against Maoh number) measured in the tunnel and in flight. 6 

The tunnel and flight results agree well except at M = 0.80 when the tunnel 
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results look too low*. The buffet onset in flight was sharply defined SO tbe;t: 

pilots had no diffioulty in establishing the flight buffet boundary. Pilots 

liked the aircraft buffeting characteristics because, although buffet onset 

was sharply definod, the buffeting subsequently increased slowly with incidenoe. 

Henoe safe penetration above the buffet boundary was possible. 

Early tests at a lower Reynolds number (R 5 0.7 x 106) (imposed by pmer 

limitations) gave a higher buffet boundary with a definite break between 

M = 0.80 and 0.81, corresponding with the ohange from leading-edge to shook 

induced separations (Fig.6). The agreement with flight results is fair from 

M = 0.50 to 0.80 but poor from FB = 0.81 to 0.93. In this Mach number range, 

with shock induced separations, the buffet boundary should be lower than at 

the higher Reynolds number, as for Models E and F. This anomalous result for 

Model A is a warning against buffet tests made at very low Reynolds numbers 

( i.e. less than 1.0 x 106). 

Trailing-edge static pressure measurementsanMode1 A are discussed in 

the Appendix. 

3.2 bl0aei B 

Fig.7 shows the variation of VRS with inoidence for Model B in the R.A.E. 

3 ft tunnel. The incidence for buffet onset is well defined exoept at Id = 0.80 

and 0.82 where there are two sudden changes of slope in the curve (of. 2.1 

above). 

Fig.8 shows corresponding data measured in the DH 2 ft tunnel at nearly 

identioal Reynolds numbers. Buffet onset is again sharply defined, except at 

M = 0,755, 0.88 and 0.90. 

Fig.9 shows a comparison of the buffet boundaries measured in both tunnels 

and in flight. Generally, both tunnel curves agree and reproduce the shape of 

the flight results - even the plateau from M = 0.70 to 0.80, However, the 

tunnel results are fairly consistentely about 0.08 too low in CL compared with 

the flight data. This disorepancy may be caused by small differences between 

the model and the aircraft**, _ or the large differenoes in Reynolds number between 

the tunnel and flight results (1 x IO6 compared to 40 to 58 x 106). 

:;c An earlier oil flow photograph at M = 0.80 showed no separation just above 
the present tunnel buffet bourdary. Transonio leading-edge attaohment occurs on 
this wing at M = 0.81 and because this is sensitive to the boundary layer state9, 
it is intended to repeat these tests with different grades of roughness at a 
later date, 
*** Tests in the DH 2 ft tunnel (July 1963) with small ohanges to the model 
rear fuselage give a tunnel buffet boundary about O,O& higher than in the present 
tests, 
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The buffet boundary measured in the 3 ft tunnel from M = 0.82 to 0.88 is 

lower than both the 2 f't tunnel and the flight buffet boundaries. This pre- 
mature buffet may be associated with the high level of wing response to the 

flow unsteadiness in the 3 ft tunnel which is most severe from M = 0.80 to 0.90 

(Pig.10). 

3.3 l\iIodel C 

Fig.11 shows the variation of WRS signal with incidence for Model C in 
the R.A.E. 3 ft tunnel. Buffet onset is sharply defined, except at M = 0.80, 

0.93, 0.96 and 0.99. This model was previously tested in the A.R.& tunnel at 

higher Reynolds numbers with similar results: here there was no difficulty in 
defining buffet onset (Pig.t2). 

Fig.13 shows a comparison of the buffet boundaries measured in both 
tunnels and in flight. Generally, both tunnel curves agree (apart from the 3 ft 

tunnel point at M = 0.90) and correspond very well with the flight data, which 
is only available from M = 0.70 to 0.91. 

3.b Model D 

Fig.14 shows the variation of WRS signal with incidence for Model D. 
Buffet onset is not as sharply defined as on the other models. In flight 

pilots report that buffet onset is well defined and that buffet severity 
increases slowly (as on Aircraft A). There is excellent agreement between the 

tunnel results and the extensive flight data (at altitudes from 5,000 to 

30,000 ft) except possibly from $4 = 0.80 to 0.85. However even in this range 

the difference between the two mean curves is not much greater than the scatter 

on the flight data (Fig.15). 

One test suggests that the unsteadiness in the slotted working section of 
the 3 ft tunnel IO alters the model buffet boundary in the transonic range, The 

unsteadiness originates in the extraction region at the end of the slotted 
working se&ion and is reduced by closing the slots. Hence the buffet onset 

was measured with the slots open and then with the slots closed with Lasevio 
tape*. When the unsteadiness is small, as at M = 0.60, there is only a small Y 

difference between buffet onset with the slots open or closed (Fig.lG(a)). 

When the unsteadiness is severe, as at M = o ,85, buffet onset occurs at an L 

incidence 1.2' lower with the slots open than with the slots closed (Fig.l6(b)), 

The buffet onset measured with the slots closed would improve the tunnel-flight 

* Reynolds number had to be reduoed to prevent the tape tearing. 
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oomparison at M = 0.85 (Fig.15). The slots cannot be closed for the higher 
Maoh numbers (0.90 to 1.00) and another we;y of reduoing the unsteadiness muse 

be found. 

3.5 Model E 

Fig,?'/ shows the variation of WRS signal with incidence for Model E. 
Buffet onset is sharply defined in the tunnel and in flight. Fig.18 shows the 
tunnel and flight buffet boundaries. The tunnel buffet boundary is muoh lower 

than the flight buffet boundary from M = O&I to 0.85. Comparison of the flow 
in this Mach number range on the model ii and the airoraft 12 reveals a large 

scale effect on the tip separation favourable to the aircraft. At M = 0.90, 

when the separations are shock induced, scale effects are smaller and the tunnel 
and flight results are in closer agreement. 

3.6 Model F 

Fig,19 shows the variation of VRS signal with incidence for Model F. 
Although buffet onset is sharply defined, the wing buffet signal is smaller than 

the tunnel unsteadiness signal (WRS signal at ct = 0') above M = 0.65. The tunnel 

unsteadiness is partioularly severe in the range from M = 0.80 to 0.93. 

L 

Fig.20 shows the tunnel and flight buffet boundaries. The tunnel buffet 

boundary is much lower than the flight buffet boundary 43 from M = 0.40 to 0.80 

beoause of the large soale effect on the tip separation favourable to the air- 
craft. This favourable scale effect at M = 0.50 is illustrated by comparing 

the area of separated flow shown by oil flow* on the model (Fig.211 and by 
tuft observations in flight (Fig.8, Ref.13). Similar soale effects are 

noticed on the larger model 13 , Saale effects are smaller when the separations 

are shock induoed and hence the tunnel and flight results are in better agree- 
ment from M t 0.85 to 0.96, 

The buffet on this airoraft is mild and hence there is even more scatter 
than usual on the flight data. 

3.7 Model G 

Fig.22 shows the variation of ?Ql?S signal with incidence for Model G, 

Buffet onset is sharply defined at all Mach numbers, although the ourves are 
different from those of the previous models. Thus the initial signal level 

9 These oil flow photographs also show how slowly the region of separated 
flow extends with incidence on this highly swept wing compared to the wing with 
low sweepbaok (Fig&a)). 
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varies and at some speeds actually deoreases just below buffet onset. Above 
buffet onset, from M = 0.50 to 0.65, the buffet initially builds up rapidly 

for about 1' beyond buffet onset and then increases more slowly. 

In flight buffet never beoomes limiting. The buffet onset is not sharply 

defined and henoe a mean curve has been drawn (Fig.23). The pilots merely 
report first slightly disagreeable buffet and then disagreeable buffet. There 
is fair agreement between the tunnel and flight boundaries, although the flight 
buffet boundary looks low at M = 0.70. 

4 DISCUSSION 

The buffet boundaries measured on Models A to G, covering an extreme 

range of planforms, show fair overall agreement with flight boundaries, both 
with regard to the initial level at subsonic speeds and also the subsequent 
Mach number variation. Although the tunnel results are usually somewhat 
pessimistic they justify the inclusion of unsteady VRS measurements in any 

future project model tests. However the present buffet measurements have some 
limitations. 

The most serious limitation is the low test Reynolds number in the present 
tests in the 3 ft tunnel*:'. This is only about 1 x lo6 for all the models 

(except Model F); sufficiently low to raise doubts whether full scale separa- 
tisns can be reproduced even with correct boundary layer transition fixing. 

The recent removal of a power restriction on the tunnel has raised the available 
Reynolds number to about 2 x 106: which may be high enough to reproduce full 
scale separations on wings with low to moderate sweepback. Model 3 may be 
tested in the future to oheok this (5.1). On more highly swept wings such as 
Models E and F, full scale separations may still not be reproduced even at 

this Reynolds number because scale effects persist on a larger model A3 of the 
FD 2 (Model F) even at a Reynolds number of 10 x 106. 

The other limitation is imposed by unsteadiness in the 3 ft tunnel IO , 
The results for Model B (from 1'4 = 0.20 to 0.88) and Model D (M = 0.85) olearly 
show that tunnel unsteadiness oan sometimes influence model buffet. The 

magnitude of this effect varies from model to model but is important only when 
the unsteadiness signal (?YRS signal at a = 0") is large oompared to the total 
signal. Elimination of this unsteadiness is a difficult task which may take 

some time to complete, 

0 This is an aoknowledged limitation of measurements made in this, tunnel 
at half power, not a limitation of the teohnique used to measure model buffet. 
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Thisdiscussion assumes that the flight results may be compared directly 

with the tunnel data, This assumption may be questioned, beoause most of the 

flight data are based on pilot opinion, and pilots aan detect buffet only when 

there is a finite wing vibration. In oontrast the tunnel buffet onset corres- 

ponds with a vanishingly small wing vibration above the level oaused by tunnel 
. unsteadiness. Flight buffet onset boundaries derived from NRS measurements 

would probably correlate better with the tunnel boundaries. Flight measurements 

of WRS are needed to establish the correct scaling relationships for buffet 

loads (5.2). 

Future developments of this method of buffet testing are now discussed. 

5.1 R0uPhnes.s height and Reynolds number 

An investigation of roughness height and Reynolds number effects on tunnel 

buffet boundaries may explain some of the present differences betxeen tunnel and 

flight results. 

5.2 Buffet loads 

Two problems must be solved to predict full soale buffet loads from model 

tests. The first problem is the separation of model buffet loads from the loads 

oaused by tunnel unsteadiness; comparative tests on Model B in two tunnels 

indicate a correlation between model buffet and tunnel unsteadiness near buffet 

onset. The best solution would,of course, be to ensure a low level of tunnel 

unsteadiness, If the tunnel unsteadiness is low, the increase of WRS signal 

above buffet onset indicates the magnitude of model buffet load., Additional 

measurements and assumptions are required to soale model buffeting to air- 

oraft3'4. Rainey has discussed the scaling problem introduced by wing damping 

in mcdel buffet tests 14 . On Models A, B, D and E measurements at oonstant 

Mach number (not presented) indicate that, 

15 so that the damping of the motion appears to be predominately structural . 

This is particularly surprising on Model B where the wings and centre fuselage 

are maohined from one piece of aural and the structural damping should be low. 

In flight the damping should be mainly aerodynamio so that 
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'Vnti.1 these inconsistencies are explained, extrapolation from model to full 

soale buffet loads appears impossible, 

A reoent report 16 presents soaling relationships appropriate for launch 

vehicles. 

5.3 Half models 

Half models have some advantages for buffet tests. The Reynolds number 
may be inoreased by a factor of 2s(for the same blockage) as compared with a 
complete model and unwanted vibration modes of the complete model (pitoh, heave 

and roll) are eliminated. Since overall foroes are not required the gap between 

the half model and the balance can be sealed and thus the leak flow between the 

wing surfaces eliminated. The side wall boundary layer remains however, and 

the fuselage must be represented oorreotly, because this affects 
strength and position of the main shock over the wing, and hence 
buffet15. 

Fair agreement between the buffet boundary measured in the 

on Model B and on a similar half model has been reported 17,18 . 

6 CONCLUSIONS 

both the 
the wing 

DH 2 f-t tunnel 

Dynamic wing buffet measurements on seven small models in the 3 ft tunnel 
suggest four important oonolusions. 

(0 There is fair correlation between the tunnel and flight buffet 
boundaries over an extreme range of planforms and thiokness distributions. 

The tunnel results are usually somewhat pessimistic but would atill be valuable 
for projeot studies. 

(ii) A Reynolds number of 1 x 406 is hardly high enough to obtain oorreot 

representation of full scale separations and hence full soale buffet, even on 

wings with low sweepback*, 

(iii) Unsteadiness in the 3 ft tunnel is rather high in the range from 

M= 0.80 to 1.00, It may influence model buffet and should be reduced. 

(iv) Flight measurements of unsteady NRS are needed for comparison with 

tunnel measurements and to verify the scaling relationship for buffet loads, 

* The restoration of full power to the 3 ft tunne 
number on typical models from about 1 x lo6 to 2 x 10 7a 

will raise the Reynolds 
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Appendix 

TRAIJXNG-EDGE STATIC PRESSURE DIVERGENCE BOW4DARIES ON MODEL A 

Trailing-edge statio pressure divergence indioatcs the threshold of 
serious separation effects2. Trailing-edge divergence boundaries were measured 

previously (June 1958) at five spanwise stations on Model A and compared to the 
flight buffet boundary. 

Model A has no static pressure holes and so a simple modification was 
adopted (Fig.24). Five hypodermio tubes were attached to the lower wing 
surface with araldite and supported on a bracket olamped to the model sting a 
short distance downstream of the tailplane. Two holes were drilled through 

every hypdermilo tube at the trailing-edge to reoord the statio pressure* The 

tube spanwise station were 

2y/b = O.&O, 0.55, 0.69, 0.82, 0.95 

as on an ARA half model. 

Fig.25 shows the variation of trailing-edge static pressure with lift 
coefficient for a typiaal station 2y/b = 0.82. The onset of separation is 
fairly sharply defined by the pressure divergence up to M = 0.93. There is no 
divergence at 2y/b = 0.40 and oil flow photographs show no separation at this 
station. The present results agree well with the AU half model measurements* 

Fig.26 shows the trailing-edge static pressure divergence boundaries. 

The measurements at 2y/b = 0.95 bear no relation to the flight buffet boundary, 
and are dominated by the tip vortex. The boundary for 2y/b = 0.82 corresponds 

very well with the flight results from M = 0.70 to 0.90 but not from M = O&O 

to 0.70. The trailing-edge divergence boundary ends between M = 0.93 and 0.96, 
where the flow becomes supersonic at the trailing-edge (see Fig.25) whereas the 
flight buffet boundary rises rapidly from M = 0.93 to 0.96. 

Trailing-edge pressure measurements are diffioult on small 3 ft tunnel 
models designed for overall force measurements without static pressure holes, 
for which the dynamic method of buri"et measurement is preferred. This method 
gives a oontinuous buffet boundary which covers the complete Mach number range 
from M = 0.40 to 0.99. 

Tunnel unsteadiness alters shook strengths and shock positions in the 
transonio region (Fig.5.4, Ref.19) and henoe may influence trailing-edge 
divergence boundaries as well as dynamio buffet boundaries. 



Table 1 

TEST CONDITIONS 

Model Tunnel Working 
section 

Reynolds 
numbed s) 

R 
I4RS bridge 

Wing 
frequency 00, c)m/ (0, c) a 

c/s 

Sting Date of tests 
support 

A R.A.E. 3 It 4 sfdes slotted 0.7 x 106 2 active 1.62 March 1959 
( Re r.6) 1.3 x IO6 

wfre gauges 580 6 component 
c 2 external resistors balance March 1960 

B R.A.E. 3 ft TABS (Ref.7 0.6 x 10~ to 4 active wire gauges 2hO 1.05 Solid sting June 1962 
0.9 x 106 

D.H, 2 ft. TABS (Ref.81 0.6 x 10~ to October 1962 
0.8 x lo6 

C R.A.E. 3 ft TABS (Ref.71 .0.8 x lo6 

1.3 x lo6 
2 active wire gauges 6 component January 1962 

A.R.A. Perforated + 2 external resistors balance October 1960 
8x9 ft 

D R.A.E. 3 ft TABS (Ref.71 1.2 x IO6 and 4 active semi-conductor 492 1.41 6 component October 1963 
0.9 x 106 gauges balance 

E R.A.E. 3 ft TABS (Ref.7) 1.0 x lo6 and semi-conductor 
106 

4 active 665 1.15 3 crmponent February 1964 
0.8 x gages balance 

F R&E. 3 ft TABS (Ref,7) 2,4 x lo6 and 4 active semi-conductor 323 1.50 6 component FebnIary 1964 
1.8 x 10~ gauges balance 

G R.A.E. 3 ft TABS (Ref.7) 1.2 x lo6 and 4 active semi-conductor 283 0.75 3 component February 1964 
0.9 x 106 gauges balance 

TABS 3 Top and bottom slotted section 

d 

I  .  
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SYMBOLS 

b wing span 
G average chord 

cL lift coeffioient 

cP pressure coefficient 

k oonstant (equation I) 

M Maoh number 
R Reynolds number (average chord G) 

Y apanwise distanos from model centre line 

v velocity 
WRS wing-root strain 

a incidenoe 

s rms strain at wing-root 

P density 

'"'1 lowest wing bending frequency 

Subscripts 

B buffet 
f full-scale 
m model 

* 

e 
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